heddier Exciter LS-KS20
This exciter LS-KS20 embodies a first-class capability to listen to vocal and music files. LS-KS20 comes with a distinctive
bass output.
Installation is very easy: the speaker is simply glued to a clean and flat surface (e.g. glass or plastic surface). Alternatively,
it is also possible to install the speaker by using four bolts if the surface is not suited for using glue.
Since the surface sound speaker transforms the surface employed for installation into a vibrating body, it is possible to
convert almost any kind of object or surface into a high-performance speaker.
As the installed surface sound speaker is hidden, the listener is not able to detect the sound's source. The convincing result
is an easy to install vandalism-secure speaker at an exceptionally convincing price.

Technical specifications
-

Frequency range 60 Hz - 20 kHz
Impedance 8 Ohm
Sensitivity 85 dB (1Watt/1m)
Maximum music capacity 30 Watt R.M.S.

- Coil 31.75 mm diameter with NdFeB high
power magnet
- Diameter mounting plate 70 mm
- Total size approx. 88 x 70 x 22 mm
- Weight 125 grams
- Two solder terminals
- Installation by bolting or self-adhesive
foliage

Areas of application and operation
-

Speaker for furniture, mirror and glass applications
Speaker for automotive applications, camping cars, etc.
Through-glass speaker for store window applications
Speaker for vandalism-secure installation
Speaker at the rear of wooden panels and ceiling liners
Speaker for multimedia applications
Mounting plate with protective foil
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